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being told that political activity, conservative or socialist (the English interpreta-
tion at least!) was essential in order to love one's neighbour. On the whole, how-
ever, most speakers kept to an open-minded middle ground. The keynote address
was perhaps the one given by Dan Workman (Church Seminary and Institute
Program) who showed the untenability of a conservative/liberal dichotomy by
reference to the life of Christ. But just as at the great International Conferences,
the main worth was that done "in the corridors"—the spontaneous discussion
groups that sprang up among students and above all the dedication of Elder
Marion D. Hanks, his wife and the other leaders who attended each moment of
the convention and made themselves largely available for personal conversations.
More than one student came away with a realistic new appreciation of the Church
after an informal discussion with Elder Hanks.

Some students expressed the idea as they left this weekend of camaraderie and
fraternity that it would be great to see strong LDS Student Associations on each
campus. This situation would certainly make life a lot easier, but in the mean-
time perhaps these pioneer students will benefit from the difficulties that they
face.
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